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Abstract
Many of national metrology institutes (NMIs) have established and maintained their primary
standards. Mercury manometers have been used as primary pressure standards for many NMIs.
Nowadays pressure balances are also used. The pressure laboratory of National Institute of Metrology
(Thailand) also intends to establish the first primary pressure standard. A gas pressure balance with
50 mm diameter of its piston-cylinder unit (PCU) is used. Diameter and roundness of the PCU were
measured dimensionally. The effective area A0 (20 oC, Patm) that will be used for calculation of pressure
was calculated based on Dadson's model using a Microsoft Excel program. The results for A0 and its
standard uncertainty are presented.
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1. Introduction

Establishment and maintenance of primary
standards have been very important tasks for NMIs,
which imply the realization of pressure measurement
traceability to the SI units. Many of mercury
manometer systems have been used in many NMIs
as the primary pressure standard for low gas
pressure. However the rapidly developing technique
for a very accurate dimensional measurement,
especially for inside diameter of the cylinder,
provides the possibility to use a large diameter
piston-cylinder unit as a primary pressure standard
when its effective area is determined from
dimensional measurements.

The policy to establish and maintain its own
primary standards has been implemented at NIMT.
A DHI gas pressure balance model PG7607 equipped
with a 50 mm PCU carrying serial number 409, has

been procured by NIMT's pressure laboratory.
Diameter and roundness of the piston-cylinder were
measured dimensionally by National Institute of
Standards and Technology (NIST), USA. The balance
can be used to measure the pressure up to 175 kPa in
both gauge and absolute modes. It will provide more
advantages for NIMT when it is used as a first
primary pressure standard.

2. Apparatus

The apparatus is the cylinder rotation type
piston-cylinder assembly. Its nominal effective area
is 20 cm2 (see Fig. 1). Both piston and cylinder are
made of tungsten carbide. The instrument platform
is model PG-7607-5. Since the apparatus was
designed for working with a 35 kg mass set, with the
piston-cylinder assembly, a pressure up to 175 kPa
can be measured.

The nominal lengths, diameters, and materials
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used and its properties are described in Table 1. The
diameter of the piston and cylinder was measured

in several rotation planes for 4 azimuthal directions:
0o, 45o, 90o and 135o.  Measurement in vertical axis of
each rotation plane of the piston was done between
-27 mm to +27 mm in 3 mm step from the center,
while the cylinder was measured between -18 mm
to +18 mm in 3 mm step from the center. Diameters
of the piston and cylinder are reported in Table 2 and
Table 3 respectively.

Fig. 1. Schematic sketch of the cylinder rotation
type piston-cylinder assembly

Table 1
Dimension of the PCU and its material properties

Descriptions Piston Cylinder

Nominal 60 mm 40 mm
length
Nominal 49.968 mm 49.969 mm
diameter
Material Tungsten Tungsten
carbide carbide carbide
Young's 6 x 1011 Pa 6 x 1011 Pa
modulus
Poisson's 0.22 0.22
coefficient
Linear thermal 4.5 x 10-6 oC-1 4.5 x 10-6 oC-1

expansion
coefficient

Piston

Cylinder

P2

P1

Table 2
Diameter of the piston

Position 0o 45o 90o 135o

mm mm mm mm mm

-27 49.968143 49.968183 49.968170 49.968145
-24 49.968275 49.968320 49.968275 49.968285
-21 49.968285 49.968339 49.968328 49.968314
-18 49.968314 49.968355 49.968355 49.968327
-15 49.968333 49.968368 49.968357 49.968338
-12 49.968338 49.968378 49.968355 49.968343
-9 49.968341 49.968389 49.968376 49.968351
-6 49.968367 49.968415 49.968384 49.968391
-3 49.968388 49.968418 49.968407 49.968393

mid 49.968404 49.968421 49.968407 49.968406
+3 49.968391 49.968408 49.968384 49.968391
+6 49.968378 49.968368 49.968362 49.968369
+9 49.968354 49.968336 49.968341 49.968364

+12 49.968314 49.968320 49.968299 49.968332
+15 49.968306 49.968297 49.968273 49.968317
+18 49.968301 49.968291 49.968267 49.968317
+21 49.968301 49.968289 49.968265 49.968306
+24 49.968275 49.968238 49.968215 49.968269
+27 49.968169 49.968133 49.968109 49.968155
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Roundness of both piston and cylinder was measured
from 0o to 330o in 30o step of rotation plane.
Measurement in vertical axis of each rotation plane
was done between -18 mm to +18 mm in 6 mm step
for the cylinder and between -18 mm to +18 mm in 6
mm step plus at -27 mm and +27 mm for the piston.
Those values were used to calculate as one part of
the measurement uncertainty of the A0

3. Equations

Throughout the calculation process, validity of
the law of ideal gas and a constant dynamic viscosity
were assumed for nitrogen used as a pressure
transmitting medium.

The effective area, Ap, was calculated by equ.(1).

1
2 0

p 0 2
0 0 1 2 0

h 1 d(u+U)
A =πR 1- + (p-p ) dx

R R (p -p ) dx


�
�

∫

(1)

where
R0 is cylinder radius at x = 0

u = u(x) is piston shape deviation

U = U(x) is cylinder shape deviation

h0 is clearance at x = 0

Pressure distribution in the inter-space between
piston and cylinder, P, is given in the case of

compressible fluid by equation (2).

1/2x

3
2 2 2 0
1 1 2 1

3
0

1
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Fig. 2. Schematic diagram of the cylinder rotation
type piston-cylinder assembly with x-dependent radii

Table 3
Diameter of the cylinder

Pos i t ion 0 deg 45 deg 90 deg 135 deg
mm mm mm mm mm

-18 49 .969685 49 .969730 49 .969798 49 .969738
-15 49 .969521 49 .969543 49 .969590 49 .969546
-12 49 .969355 49 .969423 49 .969447 49 .969384
- 9 49 .969220 49 .969265 49 .969294 49 .969254
- 6 49 .969096 49 .969149 49 .969183 49 .969130
- 3 49 .969024 49 .969085 49 .969101 49 .969048

mid 49 .968994 49 .969051 49 .969052 49 .968982
+3 49 .968982 49 .969077 49 .969048 49 .968987
+6 49 .969035 49 .969122 49 .969093 49 .969019
+9 49 .969119 49 .969233 49 .969180 49 .969101

+12 49 .969254 49 .969349 49 .969265 49 .969252
+15 49 .969377 49 .969493 49 .969472 49 .969421
+18 49 .969477 49 .969772 49 .969636 49 .969622

(2)
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where
x is axial coordinate, x = 0 characterizes the
entrance into the piston-cylinder gap, l is
engagement length;

h = h(x) is clearance between piston and cylinder
p1 is pressure above the piston (measured
pressure);
p2 is pressure below the cylinder (ambient
pressure).
Simpson's 1/3 rule was the numerical integration

method applied to calculate the numerical integral
for equally segmented data through the engagement
range of the piston-cylinder. The numerical
integration value was calculated with the following
equations:

0 i 2
i

2 3 4
i

n-2 n-1 n
i

f(x )+4f(x )+f(x )
I=2h

6
f(x )+4f(x )+f(x )

+2h
6

f(x )+4f(x )+f(x )
+...+2h

6

                           (3)

where

hi is data segment width (h = xi-xi-1, h values are
different for each section).

n is number of points through the engagement
length

The methods of finite-divided-difference were
applied to perform the numerical differentiation
through the engagement length of the piston-
cylinder. Equation (4) was used to calculate the
derivative from three measurement points at the top
of the engagement length, equation (5) was used to
calculate the derivative from three points at the bottom
of the engagement length and equation (6) was used
to calculate the derivatives at the remaining points.

4. Calculation and Results

Microsoft Excel programming was used to
calculate all of the required results according to
equations (1) to (6). The program was validated to
check its correctness by comparing to the result
calculated by a PTB calculation program using the
same input information. Very good agreement of Ao
values and their standard uncertainties between the
two programs was found. The relative difference
between the NIMT and PTB Ao-values was smaller
than 10-7.

To calculate Ao and its uncertainty of the
dimensional data in the engagement range from -20
mm to +20 mm taken from the center in 0.25 mm
step was needed. Linear interpolation was applied
to create the data between diameter calibration points
for both piston and cylinder. In the case of the
cylinder dimensionally calibrated only between -18
mm and +18 mm, linear extrapolation was applied
to create additional data down to -20 mm and up to
+20 mm.

From the procedures described above, the
value A0 was 1961.0429 mm2. The individual
uncertainty contributions and the relative combined
standard uncertainty of the effective area (Ao) are
presented in Table 4.

Table 4
Detail of uncertainty sources (in relative units)

Sources of uncertainty Standard
uncertainty

 ui(p)/p x 106

Uncertainty due to deviations of 0.78
calculations for all sections
Uncertainty of the dimensional 2.5
measurement data
Uncertainty of the extrapolation of 0.23
cylinder radii to the clearance
entrance and exit
Uncertainty of the interpolation of 0.061
piston and cylinder radii
Uncertainty of the numerical 0.0035
derivation.
Uncertainty of the numerical 0.054
integration
Uncertainty of the change of 0.45
pressure (5-175) kPa
Combined standard uncertainty (k=1) 2.7

(4)

(5)

(6)

f ‘(xi)=
-f(xi+2)+4f(xi+1)-3f(xi)

2h

f ‘(xi)=
3f(xi)-4f(xi-1)+f(xi-2)

2h

f ‘(xi)=
-f(xi+2)+8f(xi+1)-8f(xi-2)

12h
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For a more comfortable calculation, a program
using Visual Basic Language is planed which will
replace the existing Microsoft Excel program in the near
future. In order to validate the result obtained the
pressure balance should be compared with primary
pressure standards of other NMIs. Official comparisons
with recognized NMIs or those participating in the
international key comparisons, in both absolute and
gauge modes, are required for NIMT.

5. Summary

The effective area and associated uncertainty
of piston-cylinder assembly serial no. 409, which will
be used as the first primary pressure standard of
NIMT, were determined by using Dadson's model.
The calculations carried out for gauge pressure of 5
kPa to 175 kPa. The effective area of the piston-
cylinder assembly at ambient pressure and
temperature (20 oC) has been estimated to be
(1961.0429 ± 5.2 x 10-3) mm2.
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